What Morgan Did For Society

The career of J. Pierpont Morgan was contemporaneous with the creation of a social order in the making of which we are figures.

The roll may be called of the great trusts and the name of Morgan will be found identified with nearly all of them. Many of the largest trusts were organized by him. In the period of the fusion of industry a new word was coined from Morgan's name. Where an industry was organized, it was "Morganized." Morgan recognized the advantage of cooperation after industry had reached the stage of development where the struggle for survival passed into direct rivalry. He performed an industry of the kind which the Social Democracy performed in the municipal government of Milwaukee, when they brought in several departments into harmony and welded them into a workable whole where formerly they had been independent. The result was the transformation of one another's competition and took all in all, the story of Morgan's life is a story of cooperation.

The power that Morgan and his associates had was tremendous. They distributed organized industry. They controlled the nation's resources. The railways were under their direction. The government, in fact, was under their control.

But the end of the story is not written.

San Diego "Free Speech" Fight—Facts at Last

BY RALPH B. ROSSMILLER

W. T. Haywood, the head of the San Diego team of the International Workers of the World, who is now in San Francisco, was a prominent figure in the recent strike there, and his name was well known in the labor movement.

Haywood was one of the leaders of the strike, and his presence was a great asset to the cause. He was not only a skilled organizer, but also a good speaker.

A BAD SPECTACLE

The strike was characterized by violence and bitterness, and the police were called in to put down the disturbance. Haywood was arrested and sent to prison, where he remained for several weeks.

The strike was settled without further bloodshed, and the workers were able to make some gains.

Catholic Socialist Answers the Criticism of a Western Catholic Publication

A writer in a Catholic Socialist paper has asked me to answer an article which appeared in its pages.

The Catholic paper is one of the many newspapers published in the United States today. It is notable for its conservative views on questions of social and political importance.

The writer of the article criticized my views on the subject of labor.

My position is that the working class should demand better wages and working conditions, and that the state should intervene to protect the interests of the workers.

The Catholic paper is not interested in these matters. They consider them to be matters of private concern, and the state should not interfere.

In conclusion, I would say that the Catholic paper is not a reliable source of information on questions of social and political importance. The Catholic paper is not interested in these matters, and they should be considered to be matters of private concern, and the state should not interfere.
Oscar Ameringer

AUTHOR OF
"Socialism, What It Is and How to Get It."

$1.00 per copy; $6.00 per hun-
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One hundred of the
above pamphlets, assort-
ed, one-third of each, for
$5.00. Express prepaid.

Order from Social-Democratic Publish-
ing Co., Book Dept., Milwaukee, Wis.
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PARTY NEWS OF THE WISCONSIN MOVEMENT

The Legislature

Free School Books

MADISON, Wis., April 4—A bill to require schools in Wisconsin to buy books and supply them to the pupils at a nominal cost has been introduced in the Assembly by Representative C. W. Taylor of the 14th District, Madison. Under the bill, each school district in the state would be required to purchase a certain number of books annually. The books would be distributed to the pupils at a cost of not more than 10 cents per book. The bill has the support of the Wisconsin Teachers' Union and the Wisconsin Education Association.

Religious Not Consented

MADISON, Wis., April 4—The Wisconsin Education Association has asked the legislature to consider a bill that would require religious instruction in the public schools. The bill, introduced by Representative C. W. Taylor of the 14th District, Madison, would require schools to provide religious instruction to pupils in the public schools. The bill has the support of the Wisconsin Teachers' Union and the Wisconsin Education Association.

The Wisconsin Field

HOW TO ORGANIZE

In many instances, our headquarters has been asked to send out information as to how to organize a party and when organizing a party, it is important to consider the following factors:

1. The party must be organized in conformance with the laws of the state.
2. The party must have a clear and defined purpose.
3. The party must have a clear and defined platform.
4. The party must have a clear and defined leadership.
5. The party must have a clear and defined organization.
6. The party must have a clear and defined source of funds.

To Aid Organization

The Wisconsin Field has prepared a series of pamphlets on the subject of how to organize a party. These pamphlets are available at the headquarters of the Wisconsin Field.

The Wisconsin Field has also prepared a series of pamphlets on the subject of how to organize a party. These pamphlets are available at the headquarters of the Wisconsin Field.

TWO DOG DRINKERS

When my name was Thompson I was very young, but now I am older and have a new name. My name is Thompson, but I was born with a very unusual characteristic. I was born with two dogs. The first dog was named "Thompson" and the second dog was named "Thompson". The dogs were very strange, but they were very valuable. They were able to drink from small bottles and were able to drink from large bottles. They were very good dogs, and they were very valuable. They were able to drink from small bottles and were able to drink from large bottles.

Puzzles

Puzzle 1: A farmer had a sheep and a goat. He wanted to cross the river, but he only had a small boat. How did he get across? He put the sheep in the boat and then got across himself. Then he put the goat in the boat and got across. He then returned for the sheep. He put the sheep in the boat and got across. He then returned for the goat. He put the goat in the boat and got across.

Puzzle 2: There are three houses on a street. The houses are numbered 1, 2, and 3. The number 3 house is painted red, the number 1 house is painted blue, and the number 2 house is painted green. The number 2 house is painted green. The number 1 house is painted blue. The number 3 house is painted red. The number 3 house is painted red. The number 1 house is painted blue. The number 2 house is painted green. The number 3 house is painted red. The number 1 house is painted blue. The number 2 house is painted green.
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